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Loading

Data is often underestimated during a digital transformation program. 

By performing a strategic assessment of data health and lineage, VUPICO lays critical groundwork for your
successful migration – and beyond. 

With pre-defined business rules and workflows, together with the ability to quickly adapt to future
state/target models, we’ll systematically assess and prepare your data for: 

By strategizing your transformation with data across all designs, VUPICO will successfully address the needs
of end-users, process optimization, and organizational strategy. This ensures business value is realized from
day one of go-live. 

VUPICO DATA TRANSFORMATION,
HARMONIZATION & MIGRATION SERVICES

Whether it’s to consolidate systems, or migrate platforms for your transformation or sustainability initiatives,
your data migration is in safe hands with VUPICO. 

Combining machine learning and data expertise, VUPICO will manage a seamless data transformation, working
with your business stakeholders, technology teams and System Integrators, ensuring your data track is
secured across the enterprise. You’ll realize new levels of efficiency and cost savings by removing barriers to
data that’s now optimized for seamless processing.
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VUPICO
Master Data Cleansing / Data Prepration

VUPICO
Master Data Migration

VUPICO
Active / Passive Data Governance + Data Quality

= MDaaS 

VUPICO
Business Intelligence / Analytics / Reporting

VUPICO
Sustainability / Continuous Improvement

MIGRATION

Manufacturing Energy Utlilities

KEY INDUSTRIES

FMCG/CPG Oil & Gas Automotive

Data quality impacts every business. VUPICO’s project experience delivers value to organizations
with big data, high volume throughput, and complex organizational structures.

VUPICO addresses the critical difference between technical ready and business ready data to ensure a
successful migration, where value is realized by all facets of the business. 

From there, value flows to beyond ETL and platform migrations to a broader enterprise transformation: 

Systems design is built to business requirements
Data security is optimized
Reporting satisfies information needs enterprise-wide

VUPICO: YOUR STRATEGIC DATA PARTNER
Transforming Data into Business Value
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VUPICO transforms data into business value. 

Since establishment in 2013, we’ve grown a global team and refined a range of data and analytics solutions
that strategically and systematically enhance the health, usability, and value of data across the enterprise.

VUPICO solutions are results-focused. Results go beyond the data we optimize, or the report we design,
unlocking massive cost savings, reducing waste, and new opportunities for growth.

ABOUT US 

DESIGN: We’ll assess data health, source systems and architect a data-centric migration plan that
achieves an efficient and seamless migration and business outcomes. 

TECHNOLOGY: Machine Learning models enable massive data cleansing at scale. Our data
cleansing and enrichment model delivers consistent results - fast. 

STRATEGY: We provide you with domain experts throughout the journey, assisting with the
consumption and modernization of your data to assist with enhancing the strategic value and
performance of data and decision-making.

VUPICO DATA GOVERNANCE SOLUTIONS INTEGRATE:


